December Program Announcement

Exploring World-Class Destination Garden in Georgia and Homer Garden Tour
Highlights
presented by Ron Sexton, Owner of Trinity Greenhouse

The Sextons have been serving the Kenai Peninsula through their business Trinity Greenhouse
since 1976. The Sextons have had a continuing
desire to grow quality plants and serve their customers on the Kenai Peninsula, and they have
been honored by the continuing support of the
Kenai Peninsula residents for their small family
business for 41 years.
Come join us on December 12th to see a visual
presentation of a world-class garden in Georgia
and a recent tour of Homer gardens. Bring a
friend!

When: Tuesday, December 12, 2017 at 7:00 pm
Where: Peninsula Grace Brethren Church on KBeach Drive
See you there!
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Carpooling to CPGC Monthly Meeting

We have a couple of Garden Club members who
cannot or prefer not to drive after dark, which
makes attending our monthly meetings difficult.
Please contact the garden club at
cenpengardenclub@gmail.com if you need a
carpool ride or can offer a ride to others on your
route to the meeting. We’ll help match folks up
for carpooling.
We’re also providing a bulletin board at monthly
meetings for members to post their need for a
ride or their availability to pick up others. This is
a great way to get to know other garden club
members while providing a much-needed service!
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November Program Summary:

The History of the Foods We Eat and Why it Matters
presented by Velma Bittick, Arena Valley Acres

Our very own Velma Bittick presented “The History of the Plants We Eat and Why it Matters” at
our November meeting.
Velma was raised on a farm and co-owns Arena Valley Acres, which produces berries and produce
for Peninsula residents. She is a former CPGC board member and a frequent presenter at CPGC
events.
We learned that very few foods we currently grow and eat were historically found in Alaska. Different continents were rich in different foods – North America was rich in berries; corn and beans
were found in Central America; beans, peppers and squash in South America; peas in Turkey; carrots, apples, peaches and almonds in the Himalayan foothills; and watermelon in Turkey. Over the
years these foods were transported to other countries and were selected for their most desirable
qualities, giving us the foods we grow today.
Velma left us with a quote from her dad, which we as gardeners can relate to:
“A weed is something growing where you don’t want it
that doesn’t need any help.”
Thank you Velma, for an interesting and informative presentation!

CPGC membership and general
information available at www.cenpengarden club.org,
on facebook, or by contacting
Renae Wall, cenpengardenclub@gmail.com

Alaska Fish (SeaAg) fundraiser. The Garden
A Letter from the President - A Review Club purchased its own digital recorder for recording programs. We hosted 17 workshops in
of 2017
May, and organized 10 garden tours this summer.
Dear Members of the Central Peninsula Garden Bruce King became the new layout editor for the
Club newsletter.
Club,
If you’re like me, you might be wondering where
the year went. I mean, wasn’t it just last week
that we were harvesting from our gardens? It was
a busy year for me, but a good one. I’ve truly enjoyed working with our incredible Garden Club
board. Each board member has been generous
with their time and talents, and I’ve been consistently amazed at their accomplishments.
We’ve seen some significant changes in the Club
this year, the most obvious being changing our
meeting location. We’ve had lots of great feedback from our members. Our members like the
larger space and increased parking. There have
been a couple bugs to work out, but the Peninsula
Grace Brethren Church staff have been very helpful. Be sure to pass on your thanks if you have
the chance.

The CPGC board began accepting requests for
Mini-Grants using an on-line form. In 2017, the
Garden Club awarded mini-grants to the Soldotna
Montessori Charter School, Nikiski North Star
Elementary School, the Sterling Community Center, and the Local Foods Connection for the Harvest Moon Festival.
Whew! No wonder this year flew by. On top of
it all, I traveled quite a bit, too! But I’m always
so glad to come home. Our Garden Club is good
people, and I love seeing all of you around in our
community, always so willing to share a word of
wisdom or encouragement. Thank you for what
you have made our Garden Club. Have a wonderful Christmas, and here’s to looking forward to
what 2018 will bring!

Sincerely,
Here’s a brief summary of other things that hap- Renae Wall
CPGC President
pened for the Garden Club in 2017:
We had 206 members for the 2016-2017 dues
year. The number of members on the Club’s Facebook page is now well over 1100 (and, yes,
Marion Nelson is still personally greeting each
one!).
The Garden Club booth was awarded the 2017
“Best in Show” award at the Home Show. We
adopted a new logo this fall, and now have tshirts and hats available. We also added the ability to accept payment by credit or debit card.
The 2017 Plant Sale was a record success, and we
increased the number of products offered for our

Your Ad Could Be Here!
Call Sharon Gherman
at 907-750-1760

2018 NORTHWEST
FLOWER & GARDEN FESTIVAL
Editor’s Note: I know from personal experience that this festival is amazing…not to mention that it
takes place at exactly the time we’re starting to experience cabin fever. Plan now to attend – it
makes a great winter getaway!

Just one of the 20+ full scale Show Gardens

WHEN

FEBRUARY 7-11
Wednesday – Saturday: 9am – 8pm
Sunday: 9am – 6pm

WHERE

SEATTLE, WA
at the Washington State Convention Center
705 Pike Street, Seattle, Washington

The Northwest Flower & Garden Show has been heralding the start of spring since 1989, as gardening enthusiasts from around the Northwest flock to this annual celebration held in the beautiful
Washington State Convention Center for five magical days.
Your gardening desires will blossom when you gaze at the spectacular Show Gardens created by the
most respected garden designers and landscapers of the region. Our full acre of show gardens are
brimming with ideas that will inspire your garden projects. No matter your style or needs, you’ll find
inspiration for outdoor living, edible gardening, sustainability, and more.
If you’re looking for something to jazz up a small urban space, our colorful City Living and Floral
Competition features will show you how to blend art with functionality.
Our Marketplace with over 300 exhibitors is just the thing for your green thumb as you stock up on
the latest tools and accessories for your home and garden. You can buy new plants or unique handcrafted wares, savor delicious specialty foods, or find that special piece of furniture or art to grace
your garden.
There’s aisle after aisle of fresh garden gear, outstanding services, and delicious artisan foods, including a Plant Market, Tasting Corner and Vintage Garden Market. We even have a Resource Center to help you connect with fellow gardeners who share your interests and a free package check
service for you to stash your purchases while you continue to enjoy the show.
Get more information and buy tickets online at www.gardenshow.com.

Will’s Ramble: What have I said?
As I grow older, I find more reasons to “snicker” at myself. It is too depressing to snicker at others,
so I have turned inward. The current self snicker is that I am having trouble remembering what I have
rambled about in past published rambles. The other week I started a ramble, a great ramble, even
committed to paper a few lines. I have no idea what the topic was. In checking back in my computer
files, I find several half started ramble files, but did I complete some of them and send them off to the
Editor? And, what have I rambled about in print? No idea of what, in my head, was a great thought.
Oh, well, another project for the winter, get rambles organized (that is an oxymoron, yes).
I like to experiment with garden ideas. This year two of the projects have been growing hops and
starting tomato slips. There were many projects, as is the case each year, but these were the stand
outs. For the past couple years I have heard rumblings about growing hops, so I sent off for some hops
roots. I have space so I might as well give hops growing a try. Placed an order for two different varieties, one being Cascade. Can’t remember what the other
variety was but it died shortly after sprouting. (It started
with a “W,” I think.)
The Cascade hops root grew better than any weed! By the
end of the season the two tiny sprigs had grown up the
metal frame of the high tunnel and were well on their way
to the other side, 24 feet away. They flowered like mad,
and looked just like the pictures in the catalogs! The huge
mass of greenery overhead was the first thing that visitors
noted as they entered the tunnel. Well, great, now what do
I do with it? I had no idea.
In an attempt to learn about hops, I went to the local brew
house and talked to the brew master. He really didn’t
know much about “raw?” hops as they use hops that come
from a supplier in pelletized form. He was excited to actually see and smell a hops flower. He did say that it is the
second year flowers that are used in brewing.
So, I did what I so often have to do to get ‘knowed up’ on
something. First to the computer then I bought a book.
There are quite a few books on hops. If I can get through
the thick book that I now own, by spring I should have a
vague idea of what I’m doing. That is scary!
I was approached about what I was going to do with the vines grown this year. He also wanted to
know what variety hops the vines were. When told that they were Cascade and that he could have
them, he lost interest, informing me that Cascade is an American variety and couldn’t be used in making his German beer. Snicker, I can always be sure of making the wrong move or picking the wrong
variety every time.

I have learned, first hand, that hops do not grow
on vines. They grow on “bines”. Vines have little curly tendrils that twist around objects to gain
support. Bines have little, and I mean little, thorn
like hooks along the stem that grab hold of whatever they touch. They work like and feel like Velcro. Just try and duck past one of the hanging
bines.

well. No idea
about the rooting, but the
tops are doing
well after several weeks.

Well, the garden season
The other project, tomato slips, was brought on
continues and
by Monti. Have you ever had a plant that you re- I have lots of reading to attend to. Just think: the
ally like and you hope you can get another plant seed catalogs are off the presses and soon they
like it next year? For us, it was a POOR tomato will be on my doorstep! Are the seed trays ready?
year this year but there were a few tomatoes that When should I plan to start which crops? That
made it and actually tasted good. But, next year guy over there is already getting things ready for
is always a question. We are set up to winter
the early markets!
through a few tomatoes, Monti has had three year
I wonder what that great ramble was that I startold plants; but to dig up an entire sprawling plant
ed? Oh, well. I have all winter to get my ramand get it in the right place is just not in the cards.
bling mind organized.
So let’s try doing what we do with other plants,
root a slip. Right now it looks like there are eight
plants of three different varieties that are doing

How To Make An Ice Candle

3. Once frozen, tip bucket upside down and tap
on bucket side lightly. If the ice block doesn’t
come out, take the bucket indoors for a little
while until it starts to melt the ice. Take it back
outside and tip the bucket over again. The ice
should come right out.
4. The excess water will drain and leave a hole in
the center of the ice block.
5. Let the ice stay outside for 1-2 hours before
lighting.
6. Place a candle in hole and light.
Copied online from https://nhtourguide.com/
forums/forum/general-discussion/205-how-to-

1. Grab a five-gallon pail, fill it 3/4 with water.
make-an-ice-candle-5-gallon-bucket-required
2. Set outside in freezing temps for 24 hours.
(Don’t freeze too long or you’ll crack your bucket.)

November is precipitously close to winter, and it always leaves me wondering how that happened.
How did we get to be weeks from Christmas time, anyway? What’s a gardener to do about this thing
called winter, exactly?
Now, if you live in warmer climates, your time to think may be more limited, since you have more
year-round gardening opportunities. Here in the Pacific Northwest, the winters are usually mild, but
gardens are somewhat dormant nonetheless. After you’ve put your garden to bed for the winter, what
do you do?
Here are seven ways that I use these dormant winter months:
1. Think and Plan
Some gardeners relish this time, because it’s a time to think. Nature provides us with an automatic
time out during the winter months, and as our gardens rest we can rest as well. This is the time to
evaluate how your gardening year went and think about what you might like to do differently next
year. Want to redesign your garden? Plant different varieties of vegetables? Whatever your plan, this
is the time to consider it carefully.
2. Buy Seeds
If you’re planning an annual vegetable garden next year, the next logical step is to figure out what
seeds you need. If you’ve saved seeds, make sure that all of your seeds are well-organized, labelled,
and ready for storage. If your friends have also saved seed, you can trade them for what you need

next year. If not, find a seed company that produces the seed that you’re looking for, and order
early in the winter season so that you get a good
selection. Seeds make great gifts!

5. Grow Food Indoors

Winter is the time to grow delicious microgreens.
This is the season to grow food indoors. Since our
local lettuces are now off the shelves, and our city
turns to imported greens, I have set up a sprouting
3. Enjoy The Harvest
and microgreen station. From sprouting seeds, I’ll
What garden delights did you put away to enjoy grow greens in damp mesh bags and under lights
during the winter months? My freezers are packed so that we can enjoy fresh, local greens during the
with berries, rhubarb, and even frozen kale. I’ll
winter months.
integrate these into meals throughout the winter
season. I also save some work for this season as 6. Grow Food in Sheltered Winter Gardens
well. We like strawberry and raspberry jam, so I
Depending on your climate, you may be able to
freeze large quantities of strawberries and raspgarden a little bit outdoors. These gardens are ideberries and turn them into small batches of freezer
ally located close to your house: mine are actually
jam throughout the winter.
on our deck, so that I don’t need to go very far if
it’s rainy or snowy. Grow food under cloth or
cloches, or grow food like parsnips or sunchokes
that actually need the cold to be sweet and ready
for harvest.
7. Prune Perennials

4. Create With Your Garden’s Bounty

Winter is a natural time to create crafts, and I find
that I do so much more of this during the winter
months. If you’ve grown flowers, fruit, or roots to
use as natural dyes, now’s the time to begin creating with them. You can enjoy simpler gardenrelated crafts as well. If you have a pine tree and
keep the cones, Christmas time is a wonderful
time to create with these!

There are some gardening tasks that are best done
in the winter or early spring. If you have summer
and fall-flowering perennials, prune them in the
late winter or early spring before they emerge
from their dormant state. Plants often prefer to be
moved and pruned during their dormant period.
This helps them get ready for the new growing
season.

What are your plans for these quiet winter
months?
Copied from https://momprepares.com/winterwhats-a-gardener-to-do/

Winter Gardening Tips from Zone 4
Editor’s Note: Most of the central Peninsula is in climate zone 4. The following recommendations
are from gardeners in Zone 4 in many different parts of the U.S.

What coverings/protections work best for you in your winter garden?
• I grow food in the house basement in large containers under lights.
• I use a cold frame and floating row covers. They both work well.
• I use a lot of mulch and hay.

• An unheated greenhouse, and extra cloth cov- • My winter garden consists of many containers
erings when temps in the greenhouse go below
in the basement under lights, and we eat well
freezing at night.
all winter!
• Leaves, and then other mulch.

• Try growing things indoors in sunny windows
• Have used regular plastic on PVC for at least
with supplemental fluorescent lights.
the past six years. I tried a number of different
small commercial greenhouse kits with mixed What are your best tips for getting the timing
right when planning and planting a winter garsuccess. I also currently use a 12-by-20-foot
den?
hoop house with small raised beds.
• Seed every two weeks in late summer/early
fall to find out what timing works best. If a
• I have the best luck with my two cold frames.
crop fails, try again in late winter when days
We have too much snow load for hoop housstart to get longer again. Many fail due to low
es, in my opinion. My chard, kale and collight not cold temps.
lards have gotten crushed for the past three
winters despite design changes each year.
• Start everything inside.
• Try a high tunnel, but you have to keep the
heavy snow off.

• Getting the hoop house up and anchored before the wicked April winds!

• Any of the commercial fiber coverings work, • With global warming, our season seems to be
along with old sheets, etc.
extending beyond what we are used to. It is by
feel and guess … and by golly.
What other winter growing techniques work
best for you to get the biggest, healthiest har• It’s too cold to winter garden without cover. I
vests?
only plant garlic in the fall to restart growing
• Colorado sun can make the greenhouse too hot
in spring.
for late summer/early fall planting of some
• Since the weather is so inconsistent here in
greens, but if started too late plants won’t get
Wisconsin, it is basically listening to the prelarge enough before growth slows with short
dictions or going with your gut feeling and
days. So, I start many outside where temps are
hoping for the best.
cooler, and then transplant into greenhouse before the first hard freeze. This works well for • I have to start my late crops in the second half
of July for them to get a good start. We’re in
most greens, broccoli, cauliflower, parsley,
the mountains and have a short season with
cilantro and snow peas.
big temperature swings from day to night.
• My greens look fairly wan in dead of winter, • I recommend a high tunnel or greenhouse.
Here, 20 miles from Canada, it gets pretty nasbut perk right up at the barest hint of spring.
ty.
By then I am very eager for fresh, homegrown
greens and welcome the abundant harvesting
• Keep yearly records and consult the longthat lasts through to the first flourishing of my
range forecast.
spring plantings.
copied from motherearthnews.com

Selecting a High Tunnel
It seems that the most important considerations when you are selecting a high tunnel are:
Cost: How much do you have to spend?

Use: How do you plan to utilize the space?
Comparing these two will get you a tunnel that works
for you. For example, if you are looking to manage
the high tunnel to take advantage of our long days and
the heat to grow hot climate crops like squash and
corn, then you may want a bigger high tunnel with lots
of space. But you could save money on that purchase
by planning to take the top off in the winter so the
structure doesn’t need to be build stout enough to support snow load.
If, on the other hand, you want to be eating broccoli by May, then your management will be different. You will need to have the tunnel covered year-round to be able to heat the soil up early enough
to get those early crops going or to keep it warm late in the season to run past when it frosts outside. In that case, you will be very intensely farming so a small tunnel may be all you can handle. You will save money on size, but you should plan to spend more up front on the structure to get
a system built strong enough to hold snow over the winter.If time and money is not a concern, you
can always build a big, stout building that can handle anything and everything. Below are more of
the specifics that will affect your high tunnel selection decision.

BUILD OR BUY
First off, you need to determine the cost considerations. If you qualify for the NRCS high tunnel pro-

gram, you can get a grant to help pay for the purchase of the high tunnel, but then you will have to
purchase one that is commercially made/
engineered. The shipping costs can be quite expensive and the pre-determined designs might not
fit your needs. Building a high tunnel with rafters
built with anything from EMT (electrical conduit)
to chain link fence pipe gives you a great deal
more freedom to be creative and save money
without the deadlines and restrictions of the
NRCS high tunnel program. Check out the Constructing a High Tunnel page (on akhightunnels.org) for designs and more information on
building your own high tunnel. On the other hand,
that NRCS high tunnel program is pretty handy if
you don’t have the finances for such a big investment.

structure. If the high tunnel is wide, the manufacturer may create that shape by sending you
various pieces to bolt together. Those connection
points along the rafter will then be weak
points. Try to select a design that uses a single
piece of pipe/metal to span a side or select a narrower size so that the manufacturer’s parts can be
used as is. Narrower structures will be inherently
stronger for snow load such as 20 foot wide models.

Truss kits, purlins, and braces, of course, add
strength to a high tunnel. They cost more, but the
value of avoiding collapse is invaluable. During
the 2012 heavy snow year, no high tunnels with
truss kits installed collapsed that year. One high
tunnel owner didn’t put in the truss kit, but instead connected steel cable from one side of the
SHAPE
rafter to the other to hold the shape from bowing
Gothic or Quonset? This is one of the most freout when the top is loaded with snow. Innovative
quently asked questions. In general, gothic-style
and cheaper, this technique has proven itself so
high tunnels are more expensive, but are preferred
far.
for their snow-shedding ability. If you’re going to
remove the plastic for winter, that’s not as much
SIZE
of an issue. Testimony from Kodiak, however,
In addition to the space you have available, you’ll
has been that the Quonset style handles wind
also want to consider how much time and effort
well.
you want to put into your high tunnel, both during
the growing season and in terms of winter mainteSTRENGTH
During a community gathering in 2012 discussing nance. A high tunnel can be 30 feet wide and
collapses caused by that winter’s heavy snows, a more than twice that long, but keep in mind that
few aspects were identified to be helpful in deter- is 2000 square feet is a lot of work for the typical
home gardener. Even commercial growers seem
mining high tunnel durability.
to prefer 20’-26’ wide structures. Keep in mind
First and foremost, the strength of the metal
used. “Rolled metal” beams of the Farm Tek Pro that a high tunnel is generally just one part of a
growing system that includes a greenhouse for
Solar Star is quite structurally strong, the 14
gauge pipe of a Farm Tek ClearSpan or Premium starts and an outdoor garden for the crops that
high tunnel is not so much. Oregon Valley high thrive in Alaskan conditions.
tunnels use a pipe with high gauge metal so they
COVERING/GLAZING
are stronger. To translate all the different compaSingle or double-layer? According to the Cooperny descriptions, check out the handy metal gauge
ative Extension publication, “Controlling the
chart online at https://www.emachineshop.com/
Greenhouse Environment,” double layer polyethmachine-shop/Metal-Gauge-Chart/page344.html.
ylene is 67% more efficient than a single layer for
heat retention. Renowned greenhouse owner Al
Another consideration is the shape/size of the
Poindexter of Anchor Point, Alaska has put dou-

ble poly layers over his polycarbonate walls just
because of the insulation value they provide. This
is most important for folks who are looking to extend the season into the colder months of the
year. A double layer properly inflated has also
been attributed with better snow shedding. If you
take off the cover for the winter, however, a
stronger fabric, single layer is definitely recommended.

you will be around during the day to adjust the
venting and temperature. If not, an automatic option is highly desirable.
Taken from http://akhightunnels.org/gettingstarted/selecting-a-high-tunnel.html

VENTILATION
Drop-down or roll-up sides? NRCS strongly recommends using drop-down or roll-up sides in order to achieve adequate ventilation. In some cases, big doors and high gable end vents provide
enough air movement, but movable sides add a
lot of flexibility. This feature can also be added
after initial construction. Proponents of dropdown sides say they keep critters out and maintain warm air temperature at the soil surface. Proponents of roll-up sides say they facilitate weeding the perimeter of the high tunnel with a weed
whacker or flame thrower. Others disagree with
NRCS and say that opening the sides cools off the
high tunnel too much and that adequate ventilation can happen from doors and vents in either
Did you know you can wash Reemay? I had
end wall. This will probably depend on the size several yards of medium-weight Reemay that was
and length of your high tunnel.
badly soiled by the end of last summer. I threw it
in the washing machine with my regular laundry
and it washed great! I didn’t use fabric softener
END WALLS
(thinking that it might lessen the Reemay’s ability
Even most commercial high tunnel kits sell end
to allow water to penetrate it), and I didn’t try to
walls separately so you can build your own to
dry it in the machine – I just folded it and set it
save money. The commercial zippered ends have out to dry before storing it away.
been consistently problematic. Other options inSharon Gherman
clude wood frame covered with plastic or polycarbonate. Door options include: single doors,
double door with removable center post to allow
tractor access, sliding barn door, double-fold
“closet door.” Think about what equipment you
will be using for bed preparation, planting, harvesting, etc., and plan accordingly. Venting options that can be built into the end walls include:
manual, solar-powered automatic, and electrically
-powered automatic vents. Think about whether

